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Transient Thermomechanical
Analysis of Sliding Electrical
Contacts of Elastoplastic Bodies,
Thermal Softening, and Melting
Inception
Sliding electrical contacts are found in many electromechanical devices, such as relays,
switches, and resistance spot welding. Temperature rise due to sliding friction and elec-
trical current may be the major source of sliding electrical contact deterioration. This
paper reports the development of a three-dimensional thermo-elasto-plastic contact
model of counterformal bodies, which takes into account transient heat flux, temperature-
dependent strain hardening behavior, and a realistic heat partition between surfaces.
Transient contact simulations induce a significant increase in computational burden. The
discrete convolution and fast Fourier transform and the conjugate gradient method are
utilized to improve the computation efficiency. The present model is used to study the case
of a half-space sliding over a stationary sphere, and both are made of 7075 aluminum
alloy; the contact resistance is considered mainly due to the surface oxide film. The
simulation results indicate that the transient contact model is able to capture the history
of plastic deformation accumulation and the material melting inception.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3084214�
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Introduction
Sliding electrical contact �1� involves electrical current passing

hrough the contact area and the sliding friction between two sur-
aces under relative motion. Most of the dissipated energy is trans-
ormed into heat, which is responsible for temperature rise, ther-
al distortion, and thermally induced component failures, such as

cuffing and seizure. The inelastic deformation due to plastic
train is another critical issue for component failure under severe
onditions. The material strength degradation and surface thermal
xpansion due to temperature rise play important roles in the per-
ormance of thermo-elasto-plastic contacts. Thus, a fully coupled
hermal and mechanical analysis is desired for a sliding electrical
ontact.

Johnson �2� gave an overview of thermoelastic contact studies
n his well-known book. Carslaw and Jaegar �3� presented a tran-
ient analytical integral formula for the temperature rise on the
urface of a half-space subjected to a moving surface heat flux.
ransient thermomechanical models have been developed for con-

acts involving viscous and dry frictional heating �4–7�. The finite
lement method �FEM� has been widely used to investigate the
hermo-elasto-plastic contacts �8–10�. FEM was also employed to
alculate the generic thermal displacement and temperature solu-
ions of a unit heat flux at the origin; these solutions may be used
n a fast contact algorithm �11,12�.

Joule heating is generated when electrical current passing
hrough a surface involving electrical contact resistance �ECR�.
hin insulating films formed at the contact interfaces cause the

unneling effect, which may be the major source of ECR. In the
ast decades, many researches have been performed to correlate
lm resistance with surface film thickness �1,13–15� and surface
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geometry parameters �16�. Incorporating the thermal effect caused
by Joule heating, Kim et al. �17� conducted a FEM analysis of the
electrical contacts involving imperfect rough surfaces. Moreover,
a fast Fourier transform �FFT� based model �18� has been devel-
oped to simulate the steady-state and transient temperature rises
under sliding electrical contact, and then later been used to com-
pute rough surface melting of electrical contacts subjected to a
high current density �19�.

A semi-analytical method �SAM� �20–29� was introduced to
solve contact problems involving elastoplasticity or thermal defor-
mation. Wang and co-workers �20,21� proposed three-dimensional
thermomechanical models of contacts with rough surface due to
moving and stationary surface heat fluxes. Transient temperature
and stress field in the semi-infinite space were derived by Liu and
Wang �22� in terms of frequency response functions �FRFs� in the
wave domain. Jacq et al. �23� developed a semi-analytical elasto-
plastic contact model for counterformal contacts with smooth or
dented surfaces. In addition, steady-state heat flux �24,25� has
been introduced into the model in Ref. �23�.

Reported in this paper is the development of a three-
dimensional thermo-elasto-plastic contact model based on the for-
mulations derived in Ref. �22� and the algorithm presented in Ref.
�23�. The present model considers the transient heat conduction
and temperature-dependent strain hardening. Transient three-
dimensional simulations cause a dramatic increase in the compu-
tation time. The FFT algorithm �30–32� and the conjugate gradi-
ent method �CGM� �33� can help reduce the computational
burden. A sliding electrical point contact is simulated by both the
transient and steady-state models. The aluminum alloy Al7075 is
studied. Surface pressure, temperature rise, and subsurface stress
and strain evolutions with time are presented. Material melting
inception time is also discussed for various magnitudes of the

electrical current densities and the mechanical loads.
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Theoretical Background

2.1 Sliding Electrical Contact and Tunneling Resistivity.
igure 1 illustrates a sliding electrical contact involving a moving
alf-space �Body 2� and a stationary sphere �Body 1�. When two
urfaces are brought into contact by a mechanical load, W, surface
ractions are developed on the real contact area, and the electrical
urrent lines become distorted and pass through the contact inter-
ace �1�. The thermal effect due to electrical Joule heating and
rictional heating may induce severe thermoplastic deformation
nd remarkable temperature rise, which are responsible for the
ontact surface degradation.

Flowing of electrical current through an interface resistance
auses energy transformation. ECR �1,34� can be categorized into
hree components: the constriction resistance, interaction resis-
ance, and film resistance due to the electron tunneling effect. Thin
nsulating oxide films can be instantly formed when surfaces are
xposed to normal atmosphere. The tunneling effect is referred to
s the process of electron penetrating the potential barrier of an
nsulating film. It has been demonstrated that the film resistance is
he dominant part of the ECR for most metal surfaces �15,16�.
im �19� showed that the film resistance is about 99.9% of the

otal ECR on an aluminum surface. Thus, the constriction resis-
ance and interaction resistance are neglected in this study for
implicity. The film resistance, RF, is defined as

RF =
�F

Ac
�1�

here �F is the tunneling resistivity of the insulating film and Ac
s the real contact area. Dietrich �14� developed a general curve of
he tunneling resistivity for TiO2 on Ti as a function of film thick-
ess, as shown in Fig. 2. Although the curve in Fig. 2 was em-
irically derived for TiO2, it is thought to be approximately appli-
able to most metallic materials �15�. In Sec. 3, the effect of
unneling resistivity is studied, and the applicability of using Fig.

to determine the tunneling resistivity between aluminum bodies
s validated via the comparison of experimental and numerical
esults. Because the oxide film of Al2O3 is very thin, the contact
nalyses may be conducted based on the properties of the bulk
aterial �16,35�.

2.2 Heat Flux and Transient Thermomechanical Field.
eat generated in the sliding electrical contact raises the surface

emperature, which causes thermal expansion and thermal stress.
uppose that all the energy dissipated is transformed to heat,
hich is distributed between two contacting solids. A sliding elec-

ig. 1 Conceptual figure of the sliding electrical contact under
rictional and Joule heating
rical contact may involve two major heat sources: Joule heating
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caused by electrical resistance and frictional heating as a result of
relative motion. Thus, the total heat flux in a local contact area can
be defined as

q = qFri + qECR = � fpVs + J2�F �2�

Here, p is the local normal pressure, � f is the friction coefficient,
Vs is the relative sliding velocity, and J is the current density �the
current passing a unit area�.

The temperature rise and the thermomechanical stress field in a
half-space due to an irregularly distributed surface heat source
were discussed by Liu and Wang �22� in terms of the FRF, which
is the Fourier transform of Green’s function. In order to present
the formulations, several dimensionless variables are introduced:
T� =�tT, q� =q�tl /K, x� i=xi / l, u� i=ui / l�1+��, and t�= t� / l2, where T
is temperature rise, q is heat flux, t is time, �t is linear thermal
expansion coefficient, K is thermal conductivity, � is the thermal
diffusivity, l is the characteristic length, and � is the Poisson ratio.
The Cartesian coordinates system �x1 ,x2 ,x3� is shown in Fig. 1.
The Péclet numbers Pe1 and Pe2 along two surface axes x1 and x2
are defined as Pe1=V1l /� and Pe2=V2l /� when the interface slid-
ing velocities V1 and V2 are time-independent. The time-
dependent surface heat flux q� �x�1 ,x�2 , t�� �q� =0 for t��0� causes a
transient temperature rise, T� �x�1 ,x�2 ,x�3 , t��, inside the body, which
induces a transient thermoelastic displacement, u� i�x�1 ,x�2 ,x�3 , t��, in
the xi direction. The surface except the real contact area is as-
sumed to be adiabatic; thus the model predicts the upper limit of
interfacial temperature. The bulk temperature of the contact bod-
ies at t�=0 equals the room temperature.

The temperature rise caused by a surface heat flux is derived by
Carslaw and Jaeger �3� in the form of an integral equation. Ap-
plying the two-dimensional Fourier transform with respect to the
x1 and x2 directions, the temperature rise of the half-space in a
hybrid domain �frequency, depth, and time� is expressed by

T̃̃� �m,n,x�3,t�� =�
0

t�

q̃̃� �m,n,t�
1

���t� − ��

	exp�−
x�3

4�t� − ��
− �t� − ��w�2�d� �3�

Fig. 2 Tunneling resistivity for TiO2 film on Ti as a function of
film thickness †13‡
where m and n are the frequency coordinates corresponding to
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1 and x2, w=�m2+n2, a= i�m ·Pe1+n ·Pe2�, w�=�w2−a, and
ach “	” means a Fourier transform operation. The FRF of tran-
ime intervals.

ournal of Tribology
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sient temperature rise due to a time-invariant surface heat flux,

q�m ,n�, was derived by Liu and Wang �22� as
�
G̃̃
T�m,n,x�3,t�� =
T̃̃� �m,n,x�3,t��

q�̃
˜�m,n�

= 

1

2w�
�exp�− w�x�3�erfc� x�3

2�t�
− w��t�� − exp�w�x�3�erfc� x�3

2�t�
+ w��t��� , w� � 0

2
�t�
��

exp�−
x�3

2

4t�
� − x�3 erfc� x�3

2�t�
� , w� = 0  �4�

here erf���=2 /���0
�exp�−�2�d� and erfc���=2 /����

�exp�−�2�d� are error function and complementary error function, respectively.
The thermoelastic field in the half-space due to a surface heat flux is developed by Liu and Wang �22� following the approach of Seo

nd Mura �36�. The FRFs of the quasistatic normal surface displacement caused by the time-invariant heat flux is

G̃̃u3�m,n,0,t�� =
ũ̃�3�m,n,0,t��

q̃̃� �m,n�
= − 2�

0

t�

exp�a��erfc�w���d�

=

2

a
�1 − exp�at��erfc�w�t�� −

w

w�
erf�w��t��� , a � 0, w � 0 �moving�

− 2�t� erfc�wt�� −
exp�− w2t���t�

w��
+

erf�wt��
2w2 � , a = 0, w � 0 �stationary�

− 2t�, w� = 0 �at origin�
 �5�
Using the double Fourier transform, Liu and Wang �22� derived
he closed-form solutions of the thermoelastic stress in the station-
ry semi-infinite body �a=0� in the frequency domain, which are
iven as follows:

�̃̃11 = cm�− 4�T�̃̃ + m2̃̃I + ��3 − 4��m2 + 4�w2 − 2x�3wm2�̃̃II�

�̃̃22 = cm�− 4�T̃̃� + n2̃̃I + ��3 − 4��n2 + 4�w2 − 2x�3wn2�̃̃II�

�̃̃33 = cm�− 4�T̃̃� − ̃̃,33
I + �1 + 2x�3w�w2̃̃II�

�̃̃12 = cmmn�̃̃I + �3 − 4� − 2x�3w�̃̃II�

�̃̃13 = icmm�− ̃̃,3
I + �1 − 2x�3w�w̃̃II� ,

�̃̃23 = icmn�− ̃̃,3
I + �1 − 2x�3w�w̃̃II� �6�

ere, cm=E /4��1−��, E is Young’s modulus, and subscript “,3”

eans partial derivative with respect to x�3. ̃̃I and ̃̃II are the
ourier transforms of potential functions. ̃̃I, ̃̃II, and the deriva-

ives of ̃̃I are given in the Appendix. Because the sphere radius is
uch larger than the contact area dimensions, the above equa-

ions, which are developed for a half-space, are also applicable for
he sphere in this study. At the time of t�=0, the transient FRFs of
he thermomechanical field vanish, while at the infinite time of t�
�, the transient FRFs can be reduced to the steady-state FRFs,
hich have already been shown in Ref. �25�.
The FRFs derived above are for the cases with time-invariant

urface heat flux. However, the heat flux may be a function of
ime because the contact area variation due to thermal distortion
eversely alters the heat flux distribution. In order to account for
he time-dependent heat flux, the total simulation time range, t�, is
ivided into Nt time intervals, and the ending time of the kth
nterval is t�k �i.e., t�3=0 and t�Nt= t��. Then the temperature rise in
q. �3� can be written as a summation of integrals over discrete
T̃̃� �m,n,x�3,t�� = �
k=1

Nt �
tk−1

tk

q̃̃� �m,n,��M�t� − ��d� �7�

where M���=exp�−x�3 / �4��−�w�2� /���. The heat flux in each
time interval is assumed to be constant, and then they can be
factored out from the integrals

T̃̃� �m,n,x�3,t�� = �
k=1

Nt

q̃̃� �m,n,t�k��
t�k−1

t�k

M�t� − ��d� �8�

In order to make use of the FRFs for the time-invariant heat flux,

G̃̃
T, further manipulation is done to Eq. �8� to change the upper
limits of integrals to the total simulation time, t�

T̃̃� �m,n,x�3,t�� = �
k=1

Nt

q̃̃� �m,n,t�k���
tk−1

t

M�t� − ��d� −�
tk

t

M�t� − ��d��
= �

k=1

Nt

�q̃̃� �m,n,t�k� − q�̃
˜�m,n,t�k−1���

tk−1

t

M�t� − ��d� �9�

Using the variable substitution of �=�− t�k−1, one has

T̃̃� �m,n,x�3,t�� = �
k=1

Nt

�q̃̃� �m,n,t�k� − q̃̃� �m,n,t�k−1���
0

t�−t�k−1

M�t� − t�k−1

− ��d� = �
k=1

Nt

�q̃̃� �m,n,t�k� − q̃̃� �m,n,t�k−1��G̃̃
T�m,n,x�3,t�

− t�k−1� �10�

Here, q̃̃� �m ,n , t�0�=0 is from the initial condition. The inverse FFT
�IFFT� algorithm is used to convert the known frequency response
functions to influence coefficients in the space domain, which are
needed in thermomechanical contact simulations. The detailed
process was described in Ref. �32�.

Instead of assuming that heating is evenly partitioned between
the two bodies or solely absorbed by one body regardless of the

interfacial temperature distribution, a deterministic scheme �4,25�
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s employed to calculate the amount of heat flowing into each
ontact body. The generated heat is partitioned so as to assure that
he temperature rises on the two surfaces at corresponding contact
oints are the same.

2.3 Contact Modeling. An unlubricated normal contact is
overned by the following equations:

W =�
Ac

p�x1,x2� · dx1dx2 �11�

h�x1,x2� = hi�x1,x2� + u3�x1,x2� − � � 0 �12�

here Ac is the real contact area, u3 is the combined normal dis-
lacement of two bodies, hi is the initial surface geometry �hi

�x1
2+x2

2� /2R for the sphere of radius R�, and h and � are the
urface gap and the rigid body approach, respectively. The normal
isplacement has three sources: the elastic deformation due to
urface normal and shear tractions, the residual one due to plastic
train, and the thermal one due to heating.

The elastic displacement caused by surface tractions can be
alculated with the Boussinesq–Cerruti integrals �2�

u3�x1,x2� =�
−�

� �
−�

�

�Gp�x1 − �,x2 − �� + � f · Gs�x1 − �,x2

− ���p��,��d�d� �13�

ere, Gp and Gs are Green’s functions for pressure and shear
raction, whose formula can be found in Ref. �20�. General solu-
ions of displacements due to uniform tractions over the element
t the origin �i.e., influence coefficients� can be obtained by inte-
rating the corresponding Green’s function �31�. The evaluation of
esidual displacement was presented by Jacq et al. �23� based on
he reciprocal theorem, and the approach to obtaining the influ-
nce coefficients of thermal displacements on the moving and
tationary contact bodies is given in Sec. 2.2.

Analyzing such a contact problem is essentially a process of
olving a linear equation system with the unknown pressure dis-
ribution. Thus, a single-loop conjugate gradient method �33� is
sed to find surface pressure and the real contact area. In addition,
he discrete convolution and fast Fourier transform �DC-FFT� al-
orithm presented in Ref. �32� is introduced to accelerate compu-
ational efficiency.

Determination of subsurface stresses is a necessary step toward
he understanding of the plastic deformation evolution. The com-
utation of the elastic stress field in a half-space caused by irregu-
arly distributed surface tractions �normal and shear� is based on
he method of Liu and Wang �37� with the influence coefficients
erived by Love �38�. The approach of Jacq et al. �23� for the
tresses due to the distributed plastic strain, which is based on a
eneral solution of uniform eigenstrain in a cubic zone in Ref.
39�, is utilized for the residual stress simulation. In addition, the
olution of transient thermoelastic stress due to surface heat flux
listed in Sec. 2.2� by Liu and Wang �22� is used for thermal stress
nalysis.

2.4 Plasticity Considering the Thermal Softening Effect.
he compressive stress-strain response of 7075 aluminum alloy
as been investigated by Lee et al. �40� experimentally under
ifferent temperatures. A temperature-dependent strain hardening
ehavior can be derived from the experimental results

g��� = B�C + ��e�1 − � · 
T� �14�

ere, g is the strain hardening function, and g�0� equals the initial

ield strength, �Y =503.24 MPa. �=�d�=���2d�ij
pd�ij

p /3� is the
ffective accumulative plastic strain, and d�ij

p is the plastic strain
ncrement tensor. The strain hardening parameters are B
867.9 MPa, C=3.3	10−4, and e=0.068. The thermal softening

−3 −1
oefficient is �=1.35	10 K . 
T=T−T0 is the temperature

21406-4 / Vol. 131, APRIL 2009
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rise and T0 is the room temperature.
The J-2 criterion �41� �valid for most metal materials� in Eq.

�15� is used to determine the onset of material yield

f = �VM − g��� = �3
2Sij:Sij − g��� �15�

Here, �VM is the von Mises equivalent stress, and Sij =�ij
−�kk�ij /3 is the deviatoric stress ��ij is the Cauchy stress tensor
and �ij is the Kronecker delta function�. Yielding occurs when the
von Mises equivalent stress �square root of J-2 invariant of stress
tensor� exceeds the local yield strength stated in Eq. �14� corre-
sponding to the updated effective plastic strain and temperature
rise �i.e., f �0�. The actual increment of the effective plastic
strain, d�, should be the value that satisfies the condition f��
+d��=0. The plastic strain increment reversely changes the con-
tact surface geometry; the surface contact has to be resimulated to
update surface pressure and heat flux distributions. Therefore, the
effective plastic strain increment is found by an iterative process
�23�. Consequently, the variation of the plastic strain tensor is
calculated in the light of the plastic flow rule �41� shown in

d�ij
p = d�

3Sij

2�VM
�16�

3 Results and Discussion
The present model has been used to analyze the sliding electri-

cal contact involving a moving half-space and a stationary sphere,
whose radius is R=8 mm. In order to simplify the numerical
work, the sphere is considered to be fully thermo-elasto-plastic,
while the mating surface is assumed to thermo-elastic. Materials
of the two contact bodies are the same and have the properties of
7075 aluminum alloy. Simulation results of surface pressure, tem-
perature rise, and subsurface stress and strain evolutions in the
sphere body are presented in this section. The maximum dimen-
sionless load is W /Wc=2.56 �W=300 N�, where Wc is the critical
normal load indicating the transition from an elastic contact to an
elastoplastic one under the mechanical load alone �42�

Wc =
����3

6
� H

E��2

HR2 �17�

In the equation above, 1 /E�=�i=1
2 1−�i

2 /Ei, H is the material hard-
ness, and � is the hardness coefficient related to the Poisson ratio
by �=0.454+0.41v. The Hertz solutions of contact radius a0 and
peak pressure p0 are used to normalize the coordinates and contact
pressure; and their definitions are

Table 1 Simulation parameters and material properties of
Al7075 alloy

Young’s modulus, E �GPa� 71.7
Poisson ratio, � 0.33
Yield strength, �Y �MPa� 503.24
Strain hardening parameter, B �MPa� 867.9
Strain hardening parameter, C 3.3	10−4

Strain hardening exponent, e 0.068
Thermal conductivity, K �W /m K� 130
Thermal expansion coefficient, �t ��m /m K� 25.2
Thermal diffusivity, � �m2 /s� 5	10−5

Characteristic length, l �mm� 1
Thermal softening coefficient, � �K−1� 1.35	10−3

Melting incipient point, Tm �K� 805
Room temperature, T0 �K� 300
Sphere radius, R �mm� 8
Friction coefficient, � f 0.1
Péclet number, Pe1 10
Normal load, W �N� 300
Tunneling resistivity, �F �� mm2� 0.1
Current density, J �A /mm2� �120
Transactions of the ASME
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a0 = �3 3WR/4E�, p0 =
1

�
�3 6WE�2/R2 �18�

he friction coefficient is � f =0.1, and the Péclet numbers are
e1=10 and Pe2=0. Electrical current density up to J
120 A /mm2 is applied in the simulations. Material mechanical
nd thermal properties and simulation parameters are summarized
n Table 1.

In Fig. 2, the tunneling resistivity is very sensitive to the sur-
ace film thickness, and its value may vary from 0.002 � mm2

80 Å� to 0.1 � mm2 �100 Å�. Note that the unit of tunneling
esistivity in Fig. 2 is � cm2. In this paper, the tunneling resistiv-
ty curve of TiO2 is used approximately to obtain the tunneling
esistivity of Al2O3. Therefore, studies on the effects of tunneling
esistivity on temperature and contact pressure are carried out, and
he results are presented in Fig. 3. The tunneling resistivity has a
elatively small influence on pressure especially when the tunnel-
ng resistivity is below 0.01 � mm2 and has a remarkable influ-
nce on the temperature rise. The temperature rise at �F
0.1 � mm2 is five times larger than that at �F=0.002 � mm2.

t was found that Al2O3 films on Al tend to stop growing after
eaching a thickness of about 50 Å �1�, which implies that the
nsulating films formed between two aluminum components are
bout 100 Å in thickness. Thus, the tunneling resistivity of �F
0.1 � mm2 is used in this paper for the contact of Al2O3 bodies.

n order to justify the selection of tunneling resistivity, the nu-
erical result of temperature rise is compared with the experi-

Fig. 3 Simulation results using different tunneling resistiv
and „b… temperature along the axis of symmetry

ig. 4 Comparison of simulation results obtained from differ-
2
nt loading schemes „J=40 A/mm …

ournal of Tribology
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mental measurement in Ref. �43� for an electrical contact between
two aluminum parts. In the experiments in Ref. �43�, the average
pressure was 4.39 MPa and the current density was 1.89 A /mm2.
The pressure in the numerical simulation is set equal to 4.39 MPa
to mimic the mechanical loading condition in the experiment. The
temperature rise measured in the experiment was 0.4 K when the
electrical current had been applied for 25 s. The average tempera-
ture rise in the contact area predicted by the steady-state numeri-
cal model is 0.6 K, which is in the same magnitude of the experi-
mental data. The reasons for the difference could be that the films
formed on the specimens were nonuniform, and that the tempera-
ture in the experiment did not rise to the final steady-state value.

The mechanical loading process is divided into 20 steps, where
the normal load increases gradually from zero to its maximum.
There are two possible schemes to applying the heat sources: �1�
The thermal loading is applied after the mechanical loading
reaches the peak value, and �2� the thermal and mechanical load-
ings are applied at the same time. Figure 4 compares the results
obtained from the two loading schemes. It turns out that the re-
sults from the two schemes are very close; the maximum relative
differences are 1.2% for contact pressure and 0.1% for tempera-
ture. Loading scheme 1 is used in the following analyses in order
to better demonstrate the effects of thermal and mechanical load-
ings separately.

s „J=40 A/mm2
…, „a… pressure along the axis of symmetry,

Fig. 5 Evolutions of temperature profiles along the axis of
2

itie
symmetry „J=40 A/mm …
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Simulation results from the transient and steady-state models
re shown in Figs. 5–9 when the current density is J
40 A /mm2. Figure 5 gives the surface temperature distributions
long the x1 axis obtained from the steady-state and the transient
odels at different times. The surface temperature increases

radually with time. At the early stage of the simulation, only the
rea immediately beneath the contact experiences the temperature
ise because the heat is unable to diffuse into the surrounding area
n such a short time period. The maximum temperature from the
ransient analysis at t=2.5	10−2 s is 509.29 K, which is very
lose to the maximum temperature of 510.36 K from the steady-
tate model �relative difference less than 0.2%�. It indicates that
he heat conduction becomes stable and temperature rise at t
2.5	10−2 s converges to that from the steady-state model. This

ime may be treated as the stability time of the transient analyses.
n addition, the maximum temperature position is shifted along
he sliding direction.

Due to the thermal softening effect, high temperature rise dete-
iorates the material strength and reduces the maximum stress
evel that a material can sustain. The subsurface von Mises
tresses along the depth from the transient and the steady-state
odels are presented in Fig. 6. Here, the stress is normalized by

he yield strength, �Y. For an elastic frictionless Hertzian contact,
he theoretical maximum von Mises stress occurs at the depth of

ig. 6 Evolution of the equivalent von Mises stress along the
epth „J=40 A/mm2

…

ig. 7 Evolution of surface pressure along the axis of symme-
2
ry „J=40 A/mm …
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0.48a0. The von Mises stress at this depth decreases with time as
expected. The depth of the maximum von Mises stress increases
as the thermal contribution becomes more significant. A larger
drop of the von Mises stress is detected in the zone near the
surface because this zone involves a higher temperature rise than
the deeper zone. In addition, the stress intensity from the transient
model at the stability time of 2.5	10−2 s is lower than that from
the steady-state model.

Figure 7 shows transient contact pressure profiles along the axis
of symmetry at different times and also the steady-state pressure
profile. Figure 8 shows the history of the subsurface effective
plastic strain along the depth at the origin and the steady-state
result. An interesting observation is that the contact pressure from
the transient model first increases above the steady-state pressure,
and then drops below the latter as the time increases. As shown in
Fig. 8, the plastic strain obtained from the transient model expe-
riences a more than twofold increase after the heat is applied, and
is much higher than that from the steady-state model. The differ-
ence is likely due to the fact that the plastic deformation is by
nature nonlinear and loading-history dependent. On the other
hand, the steady-state thermomechanical model is history inde-
pendent and can hardly handle a process involving thermal plas-
ticity accumulation. More explanation and evidence will be given

Fig. 8 Evolution of the effective plastic strain along the depth
„J=40 A/mm2

…

Fig. 9 Transient maximum pressure, maximum effective plas-
tic strain, and the real contact area as functions of time „J

2
=40 A/mm …
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n the following discussions. Another interesting point is that the
ransient plastic strain becomes stable earlier than stress, pressure,
nd temperature.

Figure 9 summarizes the variations of the peak contact pres-
ure, the maximum subsurface effective plastic strain, and the real
ontact area as functions of time. The contact area shows a re-
ersed tendency as compared with the contact peak pressure. The
ontact area at the stability time predicted by the transient model
s larger than that by the steady-state model. This can explain why
he transient peak pressure at the stability time drops below the
teady-state peak pressure. It makes sense that the larger load
earing area leads to a smaller contact pressure. The peak pressure
nd the maximum plastic strain reach the maximum values at the
ame time �about t=2	10−3 s�. The pressure drops after that
oment, while the plastic deformation is irreversible and main-

ains its peak value.
The reason why the contact pressure shows such a nonmono-

onic transitional trend with time may be attributed to the transient
hermal expansion. In order to exclude the influence of plasticity
nd thermal softening, a thermo-elastic contact simulation was
onducted using the same material properties and loading condi-
ions, and the results are presented in Fig. 10. Figure 10�a� shows
he variations of the peak contact pressure and the real contact
rea as functions of time. The same tendencies of the peak pres-
ure and the real contact area are found as those in Fig. 9. It
ndicates that the thermal expansion has the dominant effect on
he transient variation of the contact pressure and real contact
rea. Evolution of the normal displacement due to thermal expan-

ig. 10 Results for the thermo-elastic contact „J=40 A/mm2
…,

a… maximum pressure and the real contact area as functions of
ime, and „b… evolution of the normal displacement along the
xis of symmetry due to thermal expansion
ion is also presented in Fig. 10�b�. Because the temperature rise
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is governed by the time-dependent Fourier equation, the thermal
deformation caused by the temperature gradient lags behind the
thermal loading �7�. At the early stage, heat is unable to diffuse
into the surrounding area; and the surface thermal expansion
mainly occurs at the area immediately next to the contact region.
The concentrated thermal distortion increases the curvature of the
surface geometry and enhances contact intensity. The thermally
induced geometry distortion increases to the most severe state at
the time of about t=2	10−3 s; thus the contact pressure reaches
the maximum value at that moment. When heat conduction be-
comes stable, the surface at the surrounding area is uplifted due to
the lagged thermal expansion, which alleviates surface contact
severity and lowers the pressure. In contrast, the steady-state
model cannot consider the transient variation process of surface
geometry caused by thermal expansion.

Another advantage of the transient model over the steady-state
model is that the former can identify the melting inception time
under the application of a high electrical current density. Figure 11
gives the transient temperature distributions along the x1 axis and
the steady-state one when a current density of J=75 A /mm2 is
applied. The peak temperature predicted by the steady-state model
is 910.38 K, which is higher than the material incipient melting
point �805 K�. A more sophisticated model incorporating phase
transfer has to be used to capture the material behavior when the
temperature is higher than the melting point. In order to identify
the melting initiation time, the transient analysis has to be per-
formed instead of the steady-state one. As illustrated in Fig. 11, at
the time of about t=1.94	10−3 s, the maximum temperature at
the surface reaches the Al7075 alloy’s incipient melting tempera-
ture, which suggests that melting wear may occur within a short
time interval of the millisecond order on the surface of such a
sliding electrical contact �with J=75 A /mm2� involving the
Al7075 contact pairs.

Effects of the electrical current density and mechanical load on
the material melting inception time are presented in Fig. 12. As
indicated in Fig. 12�a�, the melting inception time decreases sig-
nificantly with the increase in electrical current density. The melt-
ing inception time drops almost two orders of magnitude �10–
0.125 ms� when the applied current density increases from
70 A /mm2 to 120 A /mm2. One of the reasons is that the heat
flux is proportional to the square of current density. In addition,
the aforementioned thermal energy concentration phenomenon at
the initial stage is more obvious in the higher current density case,
and the interfacial heat is almost all absorbed by the material in
and just beneath the contact area within a short time. Thus, the

Fig. 11 Melting inception time identification using the tran-
sient model „J=75 A/mm2

…

temperature rise in a higher current density case is much faster
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han that in a lower current density case. Figures 12�b� and 12�c�
how that the melting inception time decreases with the increase
n normal load or the increase in friction coefficient. A larger
ormal load can lead to higher surface tractions �causing more
rictional heating� and a larger contact area �resulting in a stronger
lectrical heat source for the case with a given current density�.
n the other hand, the increase in contact area expedites heat

ransfer, which lowers temperature. The results indicate that under
he conditions analyzed in this study, the effect of strengthening
eat source outweighs the effect of faster heat conduction. A
arger friction coefficient leads to a higher surface shear traction
hat causes more energy dissipation and larger temperature rise.

Conclusions
A transient three-dimensional sliding thermo-elasto-plastic
odel has been developed for nonconformal contacts involving

oule and frictional heating. Transient thermomechanical analyses
ere conducted for the sliding electrical point contact of an
l7075 alloy contact pair. The results of transient pressure, tem-
erature, and subsurface stress and strain are presented, and those
redicted with the steady-state model are also shown for the pur-
ose of comparison.

The transient model can well capture the histories of contact
ressure, temperature, and subsurface stress. The analysis reveals
remarkable influence of transient heat transfer on plastic strain

ecause of the dependence of plasticity on loading history. The
ccumulative plastic strain predicted by the transient model is

Fig. 12 Melting inception time variation with „a… the increas
and „c… the increase in friction coefficient
arger than that by the steady-state model. The transient model is
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capable of identifying the inception melting time under a high
electrical current density. Melting wear may occur at the electrical
contact surfaces of the Al7075 alloy within a short time of the
order of millisecond under the current density of about J
=75 A /mm2. A shorter melting inception time may be achieved
under an even larger electrical current density, a larger normal
load, or a higher friction coefficient.
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Nomenclature

Roman Letters
a0 , p0 � Hertz contact radius �mm� and peak pressure

�MPa�
a � i�m ·Pe1+n ·Pe2�

Ac � real contact area, mm2

B ,C ,e � isotropic strain hardening law parameters, B
�MPa�

cm � E /4��1−��, MPa
Ei � Young’s modulus two contact bodies, i=1 and

n electrical current density, „b… the increase in normal load,
e i
2
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E� � equivalent Young’s modulus, GPa,
1 /E�=�i=1

2 �1−�i
2� /Ei

g��� � strain hardening function, MPa
G � Green’s functions

h ,hi � surface gap and initial gap, mm
H � hardness, GPa
J � electrical current density, A /mm2

K � thermal conductivity, W /m K
l � characteristic length, mm

m ,n � frequency domain coordinates corresponding to
x and y

p � pressure and shear traction, MPa
Pe1 ,Pe2 � Péclet numbers along two axes

q � total heat flux, W /m2

R � radius of the spherical body, mm
RF � film resistance, �
Sij � deviatoric stress, MPa, Sij =�ij −�kk�ij /3

t � time, s
T � temperature, K

Tm ,T0 � material incipient melting point and the room
temperature, K

u3 � surface normal displacement, mm
Vs � sliding velocity, m/s
w � distance in the frequency domain, w=�m2+n2

w� � effective distance in the frequency domain, w�
=�w2−a

W � normal load, N
�w
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x1 ,x2 ,x3 � space coordinates, mm

Greek Letters
�t � linear thermal expansion coefficient, �m /m K
� � thermal softening coefficient, K−1

� � rigid body approach, mm
�ij

p � plastic strain tensor
� � thermal diffusivity, m2 /s

d� ,� � effective plastic incremental and accumulative
strains

� f � friction coefficient
�i � Poisson ratio of two contact bodies, i=1 and 2

�ij � Cauchy stress tensor, MPa
�VM � von Mises equivalent stress, MPa

�Y � initial yield strength, MPa
�F � tunneling resistivity, � mm2

�I ,�II � Newtonian potentials used in thermal stress
formulations

Special Marks
��, � partial differential operator
	 � Fourier transform operator

Appendix

The following equations are the potential functions ̃̃I and ̃̃II,
used in the thermomechanical stress formulation:
̃̃I = 

2�

w
q̃̃���1�t +

wx�3 − 1

2w2 � + �2�t� −
wx�3 + 1

2w2 � −
�4

w
+ exp�− wx�3��wx�3 + 1

w2 − �3�� , w � 0

2�t�

w
q̃̃� �2 − exp�− wx�3�� , w = 0 

̃̃II = 

2�

w
q̃̃� exp�− wx�3��3, w � 0

2�t�

w
q̃̃� exp�− wx�3� , w = 0 

̃̃,3
I = 
2�

w
q̃̃���1�wt� +

x�3

2
� − �2�wt� −

x�3

2
� + exp�− wx�3��w�3 − x�3�� , w � 0

2�t�q̃̃� exp�− wx�3� , w = 0


̃̃,33
I = 
2�

w
q̃̃���1�w2t� +

wx�3 + 1

2
� + �2�w2t� −

wx�3 − 1

2
� − w�4 + exp�− wx�3��wx�3 − 1 − w2�3�� , w � 0

− 2�t�q̃̃�w exp�− wx�3� , w = 0


here

�1 = exp�wx�3�erfc�w�t� +
x�

2�t�
� ,

�2 = exp�− wx�3�erfc�w�t� −
x�3

2�t�
�

�3 = t� erfc�w�t�� −
�t� exp�− w2t��

� +
erf�w�t��

2w2 ,
�4 =
2�t�
��

exp�− w2t� −
x�3

2

4t�
�
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